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INTRODUCTION

Does the child who has received bis elementary 
education in the rural school reach as high a standard of 
work in high school as the child who has had his training 
in the elementary school of the town or city? Teachers in 
both classes of schools are asked this question many times 
by parents. The reply of the teacher is, at times, the 
deciding factor in determining the place of residence of 
the person asking the question.

The writer, a rural school teacher for several years, 
has answered this question many times in the affirmative.
Her answer was based upon the fact that although the city or 
town system provides a teacher for each grade, the large 
number of children in these grades permits little individual 
attention, while, although in the rural school the teacher 
must handle from three to eight grades, the number of 
children in each class is small, making it easier to note 
the difficulties experienced by each child and to give in
dividual help to those who need it.

Also, because of the small amount of time that can be 
devoted to each class, the fundamental skills and fundamen
tal knowledges are concentrated upon. Many things that have
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erept Into the curriculum of the city school remain extra
curricular in the rural school. Chief among these are 
physical education, which becomes supervised play during 
the recess and noon periods, dramatic art, given only 
through periodic programs, and music, which, other than a 
small amount of vocal music, becomes entirely extra-ourriou- 
lar and usually is secured only through private lessons 
taken entirely outside the school. These subjects, whether 
curricular or extra-curricular, are non-essential as prepa- 
ration for the required subjects of the high school curri
culum.

This reasoning seemed sound when the records of pupils 
known by the writer to have entered the high school of 
Tucson, Arizona, after receiving their education in the small 
rural schools of Pima County of which Tucson is the county 
seat, were noted. But, realizing that this might be true 
only in the case of these particular children, the writer 
decided to undertake this study to determine scientifically 
the soundness of her conclusion.

The Problem Stated
In this study we will compare the scholastic records 

of graduates of the rural elementary schools of Pima County 
with the scholastic records of graduates of the Tucson ele
mentary schools in order to ascertain if the training of 
either group seems to give it an advantage which results in
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higher achievement in Tucson Senior High School.

National Scope @f the Problem
The shifting of places of aboie for various social,

economic and cultural advantages has been an outstanding
characteristic of the human race. At various periods of
history, and in different countries, this shifting has
fallen into distinct types. Kolb and Brunner, in their
hook entitled A Study in Rural Society, say in regard to
population changes in the United States after the colonial
period of settlement: .

"Up to 1930 rural-urban migration was too 
well recognized to need proof. Though never 
measured scientifically in all its aspects, it 
has been described again and again in fiction." 1
Lately, the Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the

•- ' ' • - '

United States Department of Agriculture attempted to esti
mate the drift of people from the farm to cities. , These 
estimates gave only the statistical story since 1930, but 
the movement began in 1870, particularly in New England, 
and became a national phenomenon by 1910. In the main 
report on "Recent Social Trends", 0. E. Baker calculates the
net migration from country to city between 1920 and 1930 was 

2
5,898,000.

9hy did these people leave the country? To again quote

1. Kolb. J. B. and Brunner. Edmund de S.. A. study In Rural" 
Society, p. 221.

8. Baker, 0. E., "Utilization of National Wealth", Recent 
Social Trends in the United State#", Part I, pp. 110-11.
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0. E. Baker:
"Their own answers show that high taxes and 

small profits drove some away, while others 
craved richer educational, social and cultural 
opportunities." 3
During the ten year period referred to above, Kblb and 

Brunner say,
"... % e  ages of about 1/12 to 1/10 who left the 
farms for the cities were between 25 and 35...
Another third of the migrants were under 15 but 
a majority of these had some schooling." 4
There are no data given which show whether the parents 

of the children under 15 years of age moved in order to give 
their children richer educational opportunities or if in
stead the parent® wanted richer educational, social, and 
cultural opportunities for themselves.

Dr. C. J. Galpin,- of the Bureau of Agricultural Econ
omics, made a study of the reasons for population loss from 
farms, which he published in 1927. His study extended over 
the period from 1922 to 1926. Questionnaires were sent to 
people who had moved from rural to urban centers. A 
sampling of 2?4S aaswefa was obtained, 16$ of which was from 
tenant farmers and 84$ from land owners* No replies from 
farm laborers were used.

The answers received showed that the people migrated 
In about e%ual proportion to tome and cities of thiW' 
classes: cities of 5000 or more population, towns and cities

3. Baker, 0. E., op. clt.~~ *™~~" '
4. Kolb and Brunner, op. cit., p. 225.



of 1000 to 5000 population and towns of less than 1000 
population.

The following reasons were given:
8# left for town in order to leave a son

or son-in-law in charge of the farm.
8i# or 3$ because they were financially able.
14# for miscellaneous reasons. ; .
25% left because of physical disability which

made them unable to do the work necessary
for farm life. :

38% left because they couldn't make ends meet -
. on the farm. v. .

18% left in order to get better schooling for
5 .

•...' : ■. ’ ■ the children. •■■■- ■ :' ; l ■ ;
It is: only the last reason which has a bearing upon 

this study. It shows that during the period from 1922 to 
1926, nearly 1/5 of the population migrating from the farms 
to the cities were dissatisfied with the training which 
their children had received in the rural schools and felt 
that in the city the training would; be superior.

As the depression period, beginning about 1929, became 
more acute, a movement back to the farm started. People 
began to leave the crowded insecurity of the cities for the

&• Galpin, Dr 
to Various 
ment of Agririculture, pp. 515-16.

ates Depart-



relative security of the country. Because of this, much of 
the gain: in population since 1930 has been rural. One 
venders if this rural migration will last. If it does last, 
will these former pity folk demand a change in the quality 
of education offered in the rural schools?
' In Pima County, Arizona, many former city folk have 

joined the ruralists in a demand that the quality of educa
tion given in the small rural schools be of such caliber 
that the children educated in elementary schools there can 
compete successfully in the secondary schools with children 
educated in the urban elementary schools.

Others have vendered if pepple vere justified in their 
conclusions, and have attempted to determine the anever 
scientifically. In 1929 a "Comparative Study of the Achieve
ment of Pupils from Rural and Village Schools in Cravford 
Bounty, Illinois" was made. In the same year there was a
"Comparison of Work of Rural and Olty Children in the Madi- 
, 6 
aonville, Kentucky High Seheel".

Educational methods and standards of teaching, as well 
as the training of teachers and requirement# for certifica
tion have changed so much since 1929 that the rural children 
of today may well be different from those of that year. For 
example, the rural schools of Arizona are expected to follow

6. Abstracts of unpublished Masters theses. Department of 
Secondary Ich^I IrincipalsV Saiional Mucation Association, January 1929, pp. 38-42.
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the some course of study as are the city schools. The 
teachers are required to have at least a Bachelor's Degree. 
This is true of all elementary teachers in Arizona, whether 
city or rural.

Practically all cities have a rule against employing 
married women. Because of this, many teachers who hold 
Masters Degrees and have had many years of experience are 
teaching in the rural schools. This is especially true in 
Pima County, possibly because the University of Arizona is 
located here. This may tend to give a brighter picture 
of the education received in the rural school than would be 
found in some other communities of the United States.



METHOD OF PROCEDURE

The writer secured the data for this study in the 
following manner:

The names of pupils graduating from the rural schools 
of Pima County from the year 1938 through 1941 were obtained 
from the Superintendent of the Pima County Schools. Only 
those schools directly under her supervision were used.
This automatically eliminated Amphitheater, Ajo, and Marana 
Schools, each of which has a complete 8 - 4  organization 
under its own superintendent.

These names were checked against lists of pupils at
tending Tucson Senior High School for whom tuition had been 
paid by the rural school districts. Forty-three names were 
found to be common to both lists. Homes of seven other 
students, known to have been graduates of rural schools, 1 
were added, thus making a sampling of 50 individuals who had 
been educated in the rural schools and who had transferred 
to the Tucson High School for their high school training.

A study of the data shows that the rural school children 
came from ten of the sixteen rural schools in Pima Comity. 
These schools are in different directions and various dis
tances from Tucson. This means the sampling probably



represents the quality of work done in all of the rural 
»#@els of the; county and not just; part of . them. ;
: v : Table I, gives the > name of the elementary school..from 
idilch these ohildren graduated before entering Tucson 
Senior High School as well as the number from each school.

:r~ ^  " TABLE I ' "  : "" ■
SCHOOLS REPRESENTED AND NUtfflER OF CHILDREN FROM EACH

Name of Sehoel : Nwiber "of 
District

: Number of 
Children

Fort Lowell 1.- . - 2
Sunnyside “  12 : 18
Tanque Verde : 6
Laguna .:_____ 17 . : 4

- Sahuarlta : SO : • ; ^  2 _
brightstown g- : 11
Continental ,JL. 39 : 2
Sena ____ : 40 ; 1

t ... . Three Points 'J. ■ .51 .. ..;: 2
McGee “  gg- ; 2
Total : 10 schools . 50

\ t ; j  t; : - ' " y . l u r  .:y - I , :  :

Sinoe there was no better way of selecting fifty repre
sentative pupils from.the city group than by chance, that 
method was used. The names of the 401 seniors who presoB- 
ably had.received their education in Tucson Elementary 
Schools were copied on slips of paperput into a box, 
shaken well, and seventy names were drawn* The first fifty 
names were recorded in the order of their drawing, while 
the twenty.additional names were drawn in order to provide 
a supply in case ; some of the records of the first fifty
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proredtobe incomplete. Subsequent inspection showed that 
nineteen of the fifty pupils first selected had done their 
ninth grade work in other schools in other parts of the 
country, thus they could not be used. The names of nine- 
M e n  out of the twenty extra were substituted.

The fact that the names drawn included a few very poor 
pupils as well as that of a pupil ranking second in the 
class while most of them were about average shows that the 
sampling was probably a representative one.

The alphabetical index of the high school gave the 
names of the students1 advisers. The permanent records of 
the individuals were classified under the name of their ad
viser. From this source the individual record of each pupil 
was copied on a master sheet. These data Included the record 
of nationality, age, sex, school district where elementary 
education was received, date of graduation from the eighth 
grade, and Junior high school attended, as well as the marks 
made in various school subjects.

The records of extra-curricular activities could not 
be obtained. 'Rils Information is recorded on the permanent 
record at the time of graduation from Senior High School. It 
would be an Interesting study for a future time to find what 
the records of these two groups prove to be in these extra
curricular activities.

The schools from which the rural pupils graduated were 
tabulated as well as the junior high school in which they
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did their ninth grade work. The jnmler high meheols in 
which city elementary graduates were trained were also 
recorded. ■ . ;. . ... • , . . ■ "

Believing that after the tenth grade has been completed 
the pupils would have been acclimated to the city school en
vironment, only the records made In the ninth ant tenth 
grades by these two groups of pupils have been used.

The marks made in the various subjects by each group 
were studied; the number of marks made in each quality level 
was counted; and the average of the marks was computed. 
Tables giving this Information were prepared. These, with 
the comparison of the marks made by the two groups are given 
in Chapter III.



CHAPTER III 
FIMDIIIGS OF THE STUDY

Most high school subjects for freshmen and sophomores 
are required subjeet#. There is very little left to the 
eleetion of students,uhtil the junior and senior years. It 
i# difficult therefore to determine the effect of rural or 
city education on ehoice of subjects in high school. The 
only possible comparison would be the number of each group 
who elect those eubjoets that meet college entrance require
ments. .Even here. It is difficult because some of these 
college omtranoe requirements could be taken in later years. 
However, assuming that those who plan to continue their edu
cation after completing the high school course will elect 
to take algebra in the -first year of high school and geom
etry In the second year instead of general mathematics; and 
assuming also that those planning a college course will get 
the language requirement during the first two years of high 
school and possibly the science requirement during the 
second year, some comparison of the future educational plans 
of the two groups may be made.

Of the fifty rural school graduates entering high 
school, thirty-seven elected to take algebra while only 
thirty-five of the fifty city school graduates chose .



algebra. Nine of the rural graduates chose general mathe
matics. whil® fifteen of the city school graduates did so.\,„ 
I M t  prevented the other four of the rural graduates from 
taking some -course in mathematics is unknown. „ ;: ;.
■ ; Of the thirty-seven rural school graduates taking 
algebra only fourteen took geometry the first semester of 
the second year while of the thirty-five city school grad
uates taking algebra the first year, twenty-seven entered / 

the. geometry c l a s s :v ; ■ . - ■
: - In the field of foreign languages, Spanish was much 
preferred to Latin by both groups. However, the city edu
cated students r/cre more inclined toward Latin than were the 
rural graduates. It is natural that Spanish, should be the 
preferred language in. this particular locality since it has 
a practical value as well as a value in meeting a require- ^ 
ment. The selection of the two languages chosen by the. 
two groups is: Spanish, rural school graduates 37, city
school graduates 24;: Latin, rural school graduates 6, city 
sehool; graduates ; V: - - . , -T .

In the field of science, biology was- chosen by forty- 
one of the rural graduates and by thirty-six of the city 
school graduates while general science was elected by only 
one of the rural group and by only two of the city group. ,

P0Psidei^ng these subjects as indicative of intention 
to continue education beyond high school, wo find that of,the 
fifty in each group only fourteen of the rural graduates
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and twenty-seven of the city graduates had met the college 
entrance requirements at the close of the two years in high 
school. As pointed out above, these requirements could be 
met in the last two years of high school, but the indication 
is that nearly twice as many of the city educated children 
plan to continue their educational careers as do those of 
the rural school educated students.

It is Interesting to note the registration in some of 
the elective courses. In typing, eighteen rural graduates 
started the course and seventeen completed the full year, 
while nineteen of the city graduates began typing and 
eighteen completed the year.

The rural graduates, who have instrumental music en
tirely outside the school, contributed four members to the 
band and four to the orchestra. The city trained graduates, 
who have the advantage of musical training in the school, 
contributed five members to each band and orchestra.

Vocal music was elected by only seven of the rural 
graduates but was chosen by fourteen of the city graduates.

In homemaking the selection was reversed, it having 
been chosen by twelve rural members the first semester and 
fourteen the second semester while it was chosen by only 
seven members of the city group. This, the writer believes. 
Is to be accounted for by the fact that in the rural dis
tricts the Four H Club is quite active and creates an in
terest in this work. The Four H Club work in the rural
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Slstrlets is conducted outside the school and many times 
under the leadership of someone other than the teacher. It 
is under the sponsorship and direction of the Agricultural 
Extension : Service 1 of the University of Arizona. Also, 
since the rural children have more responsibility in the 
home they feel that they want to learn more about how to do 
those things they are doing anyway.

The table on the following page shows the number of
• ■ , •

each group taking the various courses.- . .■ -; , '■
: ... . . , : . : ' ■ .

Distribution of Marks
% e  Tucson junior and semler high schools use a five 

paint grading syat«a. The marks given are "1" - *Zn - *5*
- “4” - and ”5”, denoting, respectively,;excellent,> superior, 
average, inferior and failure, for which no credit is given.-

The distribution of the marks received by each group 
studied is shown in Table III given on page 17.-

. ...... . . . English ...
A study of the table shows that the children educated 

in the rural schools received a total of 190 marks and that 
the ones educated in the city schools received a total of 
1#5 marks in English during their first two years in high 
school. The rural school g'oup received twenty-seven ex
cellent marks and sixty-five superior marks, a total of 
ninety-two marks denoting better than average work, while 
the city educated group received twenty-three excellent and



NUMBER OF PUPILS FROM RURAL SCHOOL AMD CITY 
SCHOOL GROUPS ELECTING VARIOUS COURSES*

TABLE II

* Other courses were elected by so few of either group
that they are omitted In this tabulation since their 
Inclusion would not add anything significant.



■ ; TABLE III .... : . . , ■ , .
DISTRIBUTION OF SCHOOL MARKS RECEIVED IN VARIOUS SUBJECTS 

PUPILS OF THE RURAL SCHOOL AMD CITT SCHOOL GROUPS

Sufejeot :

English
■. %
' : 
i

English %
English ' :
English •:
Spanish *
Spanish __ / 1
Spanish " %
S p a n i s h ___ ' ■ !
Latin
Latin : :
Latin _•___ : :
Latin 2
Algebra, . v - 5
Algebra :

. Geometry. x:, s
Geometry . "t
B i o l o g y i -- ;
Biology 2
Vocations ; ■ $

City School Group 
2 : & ; 4 : 5

Totals
Composite Marks*

H-a

: 86 :179 :248 :105 : 8
3.018

Infra., p. 22.
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sixty-three gaperlor marks, a total of eighty-six marks 
above average work.

Approximately the same number from each group —  52 
rural and 30 city —  did inferior work according to their 
instructors, and one mark of,"5* (failure) was made by each 
group, the city group, however, tended more toward the 
average, receiving eighty-one marks of average compared to 
the rural group's sixty-three.

V Spanish -
The marks received in Spanish by each group indicate

! . ' ' ' . ■ : ="

that the rural educated group excelled in that subject: the
rural group receiving thirty-one excellent, thirty-eight 
superior and fifty-four average — a total of one hundred 
twenty-three marks of average or above —  compared with 
seventeen excellent, twenty-seven superior and thirty average 
—  a total of seventy-four average or above, marks made by 
the city educated group.

" ■ : ' " . ' . Latin ' ' ' '
So few of either group elected to take Latin, and at 

the same time so many more city than rural children chose 
it, that comparison of numbers of the various marks would be 
both meaningless and misleading.

Vocations and Business Training 
Although forty-seven of the city group received in
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struction in vocations and;forty-eight in business training, 
compared with forty-four of the rural group in each of these 
classes, the same number of excellent marks were received 
by each group in each subject. It is also interesting to 
mete that about the same proportion of each group made marks 
of average and inferior levels and that no child of either 
group received a failing mark.

Approximately the same number of pupils from each group 
started the algebra course. A study of the distribution 
table shows that the rural educated group has well over half 
of the excellent and superior marks. Also that only ten of 
the marks received by the rural group are inferior, compared 
with sixteen Inferior and two failure marks received by the 
city edueated group.

In. spite of this seeming superiority of the rural group 
over the city group in algebra, only approximately thirty- 
eight percent of the rural group elected to take geometry in 
their second year of high school. On the other hand, approx
imately seventy-five percent of the children in the city 
group continued their study of mathematics. Whether the 
ethers of each group elected geometry some time during the 
last two years of high school or not is unknown.

Biology
In biology the rural children received a little more

154934



thtttt their proportional share of the excellent and superior 
marks—  eight excellent and thirty-three superior to the 
eity group's seven excellent and fourteen superior. They 
also received, however, the only two failing marks given in 
this subject. The city group again grouped around the 
average mark, receiving forty-one of these marks to the 
rural group’s thirty.

Comparison of Averages of Marks 
' ' - : ' ' -

Because, as noted in some cases above, eomparIsons of
the number of various marks received does not always show a 
clear picture of the achievement of the two groups because 
of the varying total numbers from each group taking any 
given subject, it was thought advisable to make other com
parisons. Therefore the average mark received by each group 
in each subject was computed. The results are shown in 
Table IV.

A study of this table discloses about the same as did 
the comparison of the number of individual marks received 
by individual members of each group. The same apparent 
superiority in English by the rural school group appears.
The first semester of the first year shows the rural group 
average to be 2.42 while that of the city group is 2.52, 
and in the second semester the average was 3.4 as compared 
with 8.48. Only In the second semester of the second year 
did the average of the city group exceed that of the rural



TABLE 17
A71RAGE MARKS MADE IN VARIOUS SCHOOL SUBJECTS BY PUPILS FROM 

TOE RURAL SCHOOL AM) CITY: SCHOOL GROUPS

Sutej sot
from Rural Schools

siort %
From City Sohools

. First Year : Second Year' 
let : ; 1st : 2nd

r ; • z ■. \ Z :2.520: 2.480: 8.693: 8.714
..̂ .542:„ J . 8 0 0 : —
: 2.600: 2.500: —
s 2.575: 2.476: 2.833>

Algebra

:
j:
;

Spanish
Latin
Vooatlma

.SuolnasB Training 
Oaometry '

Bond
0T«b««tr.

_HomeroaklDSi

1 
J

j
"*
j

■ r-
"i
■*:
•$
2 
:
:
:
:' 

:
2
:

: 2.420: 2.400; 2.687: 2.888:
:... ■■■. 2 : '' : : ; , :: 2.452: 2.552: —  : —■> :
2 2 - 2 ' " . 2  '  ̂ 2: 2.333: 2.666: —  : ' :

:: 2.216: 2.289: 2.5S5: 2.586:
: : - 2 : ' . "  v. . S'2 S.000: 2.600; 3.500: 4.00 :

s;,':.; ‘ ': 2.454:_L.-• :

I

:_8i70S.

2
**• 2

S'-. •' : . ;•/ 2
: 2.681: ’ —  2 — » 2 
2 2 2 • 2: — ' 2 3.0712 3.375:
: : : :
: —  : 2.414: 2.700:
-s-: . '2 ■ ■■■■■■ 2 : ' I: 2.391: 2.476: 2.517: 2.269: 

2. " 2; 2 . : • :: 2.500: 8.285: —  : —  " :
2 2
2 —  2
: 2* 2: 8.750: 2.357:__

1 2.OOP! 2.OOOl

: 2.571: 3.000: 3.200: 8.625 
: : , ■ : ■
: 2,510: —  : —  :
j j 2.625: -  j

. ' : ; - : . :
;2 —  : —  2 3.615: 2.555
: : : :
: -  : 2 2.638: 2.861
; 2.05i; 1.941; l.878? 1.925 
: : : :: 2.400: 2.000; —  : —
: : : :
: —  : —  : 1.600: 1.600 
2 ' - 2 ' 2 ■ 2 : 2.428; 2.287: —  ; —
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group and then the city educated group had an advantage of 
only ♦17. '

The same apparent superiority in algebra is shown for 
the rural group for every semester and again the same su
periority of the city group over the rural group in geometry.

The same tendency of the rural group to excel the city
group in biology is shown by the averages of both semesters,*
as also is the tendency to excel in Spanish.

The same superiority of She city group over the rural 
group in Latin is shown by comparing the averages of both; 
and while the the city group also has r. slight advantage in 
business training, the rural group has a slight advantage 
in the average mark for vocations.

The Composite Mark
Since there was never the same number of pupils from 

each group in any one class, with the exemption of English 
during the first semester of the first year, a composite 
mark for each group was computed as a further cheek on the 
validity of the other two methods of comparison.

The composite mark was computed by multiplying the 
various marks by the number in the group receiving them, 
totalling the products and dividing by the total number of 
marks received by each group. The resulting composite mark, 
which was 2.544 for the rural educated group and 3,018 for 
the city educated group, is given at the bottom of Table III
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The indication of the composite marks is in harmony 
the earlier findings of the study.



- CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY OF THE . FINDINGS

Although, normally, pupils following a college pre
paratory course would elect certain required courses in the 
freshman and sophomore years, it is not mandatory that these 
courses be taken thou. Since these courses may be taken in 
the junior and senior years, one can not say the findings 
that 14 of the rural graduates and 27 of the city graduates 
out of 50 of each group will continue their education on the 
college level are conclusive. However, the findings show 
that at the close of the sophomore year nearly twice as many 
of the city educated group had met the college entrance 
requirement as had the pupils of the rural group.

The findings as shown by a comparison of the individual 
marks and by a comparison of the averages of marks ore in 
agreement. The rural educated group excelled in English, 
algebra and biology. The city educated group was superior 
in Latin and geometry.

The composite score, which was 2.544 for the rural 
educated group and 3.018 for the city educated group, gave 
the rural pupils a .474 advantage.

By every method of comparison the advantage shown by 
either group was less than one point. This difference is so
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alight that one is Justified in concluding that» judged by 
the comparison of the work done in Tucson Senior High School 
by this sampling of children educated in the rural elemen
tary schools of Pima County, Arizona, and the city elementary 
schools of Tucson, neither group has a decided advantage 
because of the type of education previously experienced.
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